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WHEREAS,
   The proposed budget (attached) reflects the growth in the Colorado School of Mines graduate student body over the past year; and

WHEREAS,
   The projected expenditures reflect the current values and direction of the GSA Council; and

WHEREAS,
   Authorization of this budget duly authorizes new initiatives, including Graduate Continuance Fellowships, Lecture Series Grants, Department Social Events, and Academic Workshops; and

WHEREAS,
   Prioritization of these initiatives adequately reflects the needs of current graduate students; and

WHEREAS,
   The Organization shall retain a 15% cash reserve, to adequately address unexpected funding requests and potential charges for silver graduate diplomas;

THEREFORE,
   The Graduate Student Association of the Colorado School of Mines stands

RESOLVED,
   TO APPROVE THE PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR 2012, DULY AUTHORIZING THE INITIATIVES LISTED ABOVE AS DESIGNED BY THE GSA EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.

Approved 10-0-0.